WHAT IS EOSE?
An international organisation working towards the development of the
sport and active leisure sector. Expert in building bridges between the
worlds of education and employment, EOSE aims at ensuring the
development of a competent workforce with the right skills through a wide
network.
The various backgrounds of the people involved within EOSE allows the
organisation to get a very precise knowledge of the whole sector, but also a
clear understanding of its needs, realities, opportunities and challenges.
The Sport and Active Leisure sector is indeed quite specific. Driven by
volunteers, it is a people facing sector where a skilled and qualified
workforce (paid staff and volunteers), from the grassroots level to the high
performance end of the spectrum, is paramount to its success.
As a growing sector, it must adapt and evolve to meet its potential as a
contributor to society (impact on economic, health and social inclusion).
This should be done while taking into account three specific challenges
regarding education and employment:
 Courses and qualifications are often not regarded as appropriate by
sport organisations;
 The sector is fragmented and there is a poor communication and
cooperation between stakeholders;
 Sport training often sits outside national qualification structure in
many countries.
That’s the reason why EOSE acts at the European and international level
with the goal to serve as a source of knowledge and a strategic facilitator
to support the development of Sport and Active Leisure including
employment, sports systems, developing standards, competence,
qualifications and Vocational Education and Training (VET).
In 2002, EOSE registered in France as a not for profit association. Its
secretariat is since based in Lyon. As part of its growth and to better answer
the challenges faced by the sector, EOSE opened in June 2012 a branch
(EOSE Services, a non for profit company) in London which is a sister
organisation working under an MoU.

OUR ACTIVITIES

EOSE offers a range of services
that are based on its experience
in project management,
recommendations development
and on its 7 Step Model – a
structured approach to
developing your workforce.

These Services are relevant to a
wide range of organisations –
International and National
Sports Federations, Sports
Ministries and Sports Agencies
charged with developing sport,
training providers and
vocational education providers,
clubs and companies operating
in the sport field.

Our vision:
An organisation or a sector
can only succeed with the
RIGHT PEOPLE, IN THE RIGHT
PLACE and WITH THE RIGHT
SKILLS

A RECOGNISED EXPERTISE AT EU LEVEL
Since its creation and as of August 2013, EOSE has been involved in 25 EU funded projects whether as
applicant or partner.
Within 10 years, EOSE has undoubtedly become a respected and recognised organisation and is regularly
even consulted by the European institutions through the EU Expert Group on ‘Education and Training’
and the ESCO project.
These projects have allowed EOSE to work on a wide geographical coverage and explore different scope
of the sport and active leisure sector (from the grassroots level to the Olympic movement, from some
specific sub-sectors such as outdoors and fitness to a single sport).

The relevancy of the approach is also highlighted by the different strands of EU funding EOSE got to work
with: Life Long Learning Programme, EU Preparatory Actions in the field of sport, specific calls for tender
by the Directorate General on Education and Training as well as PROGRESS programme by the
Directorate General on Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion.

FEW EXAMPLES OF
SUCCESSFUL
PROJECTS:

GolfStand: The 7 steps model in
practice
Developed with the main
objective to produce a range of
indispensable
European
occupational standards aiming
at defining the competences,
skills and knowledge needed for
those working in the sector as
golf professionals.

www.golf-stand.com

VSPORT+: A flexible approach

VOCASPORT: A reference study

The key aim of VSPORT+, as a
follow up of the previous LLL
Sport project, is to develop a
Cross Sectoral Valorisation
Framework to ensure successful
dissemination activities but also
to support the transfer and
implementation of the LLL Sport
Strategy at sectoral, EU,
National, Regional, Local and
International levels.

The vision of VOCASPORT was to
understand the trends and the
gaps of current vocational
training practices in the sport
sector in the 25 EU members and
candidate, to analyse their
relations with broader national
policies and especially to test the
degree of implementation of the
EU principles set in the
Copenhagen declaration at the
national sectoral level.

www.vsportplus.eu

FEASIBILITY STUDY ON MOBILITY LEARNING: A look into the future EU
sport programme
The feasibility study aims to analyse current learning mobility
opportunities in sport and then make detailed recommendations to help
the European Commission determine whether funding of sport learning
mobility measures at the European level is necessary in future EU
funding programmes and how it should be established, organised and
structured.

DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE POTENTIAL OF
SPORT AND ACTIVE LEISURE?
JOIN US
in our attempt to facilitate
Workforce Development
in the Sport and Active
Leisure sector across
Europe

WHY BECOMING A MEMBER?
10 good reasons:
-

-

Get access to a wide network and database
Increase your legitimacy while being member of a
recognised stakeholder at EU level
Receive the latest news from the sector and update
on EU policies
Benefit from a prime access to EOSE EU funded
projects
Build upon EOSE recognised expertise in projects
management
Get tailor-made information on potential EU funding
Contribute to the development of a structured
approach to screen and anticipate the sector’s needs
Be involved in data collection and collaborative
publication
Take part to the sector development and support our
work
Contribute shaping EOSE’s future while making your
voice heard at the GA

Our vision:
An organisation or a
sector can only succeed
with the RIGHT PEOPLE, IN
THE RIGHT PLACE and
WITH THE RIGHT SKILLS

EOSE Secretariat
1 Grande rue des Feuillants
69001 Lyon
France
www.eose.org

Did you know?
In 2013, EOSE is celebrating
its 10th year anniversary.

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER?

Official Members in 16
out of the 28 EU
countries:

4 CATEGORIES OF MEMBERSHIP:
-

Belgium, Malta, UK, Italy,
Portugal, France, Greece,
Spain, Lithuania, Hungary,
Bulgaria, Latvia, Finland,
Cyprus, Slovakia, Ireland

C1: Full Members/Observatories with voting rights –
National or Regional Observatoires fully established (2013
fees: 500euros)

3 criteria:
 A non-for-profit and non-discriminatory organisations.
 Involved in studies and research on employment and
qualifications in the fields of sport.
 Recognised as such by Public Authorities and/or Social
Partners.
C2: NEO Members with voting rights – National Expert
organisations with potential for establishing an Observatoire
(2013 fees: 300euros)
Organisations must be willing to act as Correspondents in their
country and to participate in European Projects.
-

C3: Associate members with voting rights – National Expert
as individuals (2013 fees: 50euros)
Need to demonstrate through a letter some interests and expertise,
to be able to be a national point of contact for EOSE.

Wide variety of
stakeholders involved all
over Europe:
From training providers and
sport institute to the sport
movement, social partners
and governments

Join us!

-

-

C4: EUO Members without voting rights - European
organisations carrying out activities on employment and
education and training in the Sport and Active Leisure sector.
This category is by invitation from the Executive Board only.

Each organisation wishing to
become an EOSE Member
shall first send an expression
of interest to the Secretariat:

By email: eosesec@eose.org
By post: EOSE Secretariat, 1
Grande rue des Feuillants,
69001 Lyon, France

